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In refs.11121 the operator form of the wave function of 

a highly excited state is suggested. In refs. 11-5/ the reduced 

neutron, radiative and alpha widths are expressed in terms of 

the coefficients of the wave functions of highly excited 

states. In refs./4 ,5/ the neutron resonance structure is ana

lysed on the basis of the proposed formalism and some estimates 

are obtained for the few-quasiparticle components of the wave 

functions of neutron resonances. 

The present paper is devoted to the calculation of the 

magnetic mom.ants of the highly excited states of spherical 

and deformed nuclei and the estimation of their magnitude. 

The magnetic moment of a spherical nucleus in the state 

with spin I is connected with the diagonal matrix element of 

the dipole magnetic transition operator as follows 

(I) 

The operator of the dipole magnetic moment in a quasi

particle representation is of the forml6/ 

(2) 

<-) 
where Z( · = lf· '/Ii_ -ZI: 'l/; Mi. J, 'h /2 ',/1 here i;, 21;' 
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are the Bogolubov transformation coefficients, 

_,,_+- . +- + 
Jr (1t,Ji; i_;l)=L (Jtmt11m1/fl') c<;1m,d.J2tni; 

ffltlrl, 

/3 I. . • )-~ J,t-ml . . / ,Jd! (;(· (3) 
1Ji,/2j tu -L.__{-J (!tm1./4m2 f/-11 1tm, '/2.-~ , 

m1m.i 

c</m is the quasiparticle creation operator, <)1 Jr(.))f)/jz'> 
are the single-particle matrix elements the explicit form 

of which is given in ref/6/, :ff;rH is the wave function 

of a highly excited state. 

As an example, we give the expression for the wave func

tion of the highly excited state of an even-even spherical 

nucleus wi,th spin I, spin projection M and parity 7T : 

7t, ~I'\ ).lt(,. ' ) + + 'f; ( I M) = L L b IM It mfl/4 mi tXj,m, tJi.;2 m~ :fo + 
/,Ii t 
m,m, 

-- I ).)flt: · , , ) + t + t 
+ 2__ ~ b IM (jtmtJ)zm,11, mJ,j., m, rxJ,mt IX;,m2 ~ 1m1 d._j;m, ¥.;' +-,., + 

li/i/J/+ tt 
m1 m,m5 mv (4) 

~\- xu'il./0 +- + n+ , , . 
4-- ~ bIM (1.t.mi,J,m2)rl/4m1 fXJimz _) LJ (t) J1ll11,J,mz) !lo+,,, J 
/iii tt; 
m1m1. 

),. is the number of the resonance, The index t = fl in-

dicates the neutron, and t=p - the proton systems. The 
~I . 

summation ~ implies that the terms )1.=/2 fnt=lrl2. 1t1,m1m, 
are absent and that f (it} ( f (}:z) • By Yo we denote the 

product of quasiparticle phonon vacua for the neutron and 

proton systems, The coefficients bA define the contri

bution of the appropriate quasiparticle component. They may 

be written as 
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).,U,U' 

b IM (jm,1)i. m~,J1m1,J~ m,) == 

' ' ' . . ),)flt; L (J,tn,/4m2/ftJJ,}(;,nv.mJ1,;..u,)(lt..dd,/4/IM) hI rJ,11~,/JJ;}, 
'Ji 7, (5) 

~() I .Jlz Q; is the pairing-vibration phonon operator. A detailed 

discussion of the form of the wave function is made in refs(1-5/ 

where there are also the expression for the wave functions 

of odd and odd-odd nuclei. 

The calculations have given the following expression 

for the magnetic moment of the highly excited state of an 

even-even spherical nucleus: 
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J( l- ~!11!.X~'ri) + Y}1,J'r'~'r1:2_ _ x?~;;x\1,J _ Y?1i'l'h; 7t- + 
1 0_1

1
,-J)(lJ~-tf} ( lji-tl) {2Jt+f) j ''' 

-··--- _, . . 1r+J.-J1[I I ij( X?i;J _ LL ZtlJ. (}1/r()l/)/1,)(lit-.t}(-) j,)zh V2J,+f 1 

7t .It/,); -

_ 1·7ry )-- Jtt.1( . >,1.trl1(t/ Al~ . il-AltQJ(tJ + 
./i;l .. 1 Jl bI (J,)Ji)h 1 (Ji1J1) +Dr{J,J!J)b1 (;.lJl1) ] 

(6) 

+{ii/1-'r_rftpS°t,11 drct,JL 2'1~1 <;;1rr~1J/i,>I 1;;tf;,;6;ii~::11,1.Jr 
tt., ltJ,li}, 

Alt i0,2.Utt } j 
+ bI(/t,J1)b1U,1)1)Jj} r.,, • 

In the case of the vV odd spherical nucleus the maSI!-etic . . 

moment of a highly excited state with spin I and parity 'J[ 

is of the form 

%{ 1 2. 'titI l 11h ·I, -~ 
,1 =[-·-- r <I1rr.,«1Jl1>lhro 1/ fr1 + 

✓-- 3{[, i) l[tf} 

7,,.. - . JI+J~-i{I Ii l (+} .,, -~,hif)t~,l~ . lA"•U. . 
t ~(,~ft .>Jt1i/'I;.~.(2I~J)(-) ')J j;j) ~;j/(lz /r()ll}//1/ 'l(J"'/J),}DJ(J,;J~I./ 

t /1 '/1),1,J , · 

_ _ . ,J.-j.-;r· I I 11 {;) ·p . ., b,o.~ip . , ),h1.p ... +-,Z?;~ (1.J•I)(-) ;Jj;J 'lbr<1,1rr.u1)/)3 ) 'I(j,"1/,~1f)oI (j/,lf;J(J-~ . . ,-t 

it/a J,J[J 
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(?) 

>.n 1tM1.U j r. L 
+ hi (j") hI (/td;;)") ()j"j+, 'j . 

{ II II Here }di )J are 6') -symbols. 

A similar expression is obtained for the magnetic moment 

of the highly excited state of an odd-odd spherical nucleus. 

We calculate the magnetic moments of deformed nuclei. 

The exp~ession for the dipole magnetic transition operator-'61 

is to be transformed to the nuclear coordinate system. For 

highly excited states the projection of the total angular 

momentum on the symmetry axis K is not a good quantum num

ber and the wave function is a superposition of terms with 

different K values. The symmetrized wave function 

for the deformed nucleus is written as/5i 

1v n:,1 T2I+tj\-c1) l,1,.r ,JJ J"'5.t.I 1;/r- 'ii1,2 
1').(J M;=[Y'irI L I(f) 'L.IH/(I).(i.i')~(; 'LJM-tI~ ·f 'JJ (8) 

K 

where VJx are the well-known functions/?/. The coeffici

ents cf/ (f} take into account the fact that the com

ponents with different K values give different contribu-
"11{(+"'1T) tion to the wave function. The quantity IA ~ is the 

inherent wave function with definite values of K and pa- · 

rity J[ , and Y,,(-/8} is obtained from Y,. (+f'J by means 

of the time reversal operation. 
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~ 

As an example, we give the expression for ~{+t'') 
in the case of the odd vV deformed nucleus : 

~ (fKlTJ=J;-bt~:.r-1Jd1: Yo+ 

~',b"J.11lt ·1- + +-
~ L_ L tr,r(~rd,J'i,'"Ji';)X1vd.u ~ rx,1v:iJ/o t-

-1 f, '{J ( - {· fl • 

' vv,v, 

1 , (9) 
+ ~ \ bjH)tlt .+ + +- t- + 
L__ L ~rF"(.R/Tj f;Q°i;f,v;; f,ll"t;ts-rs-J!Xu-11./J.;;_ ipJolJ .X,~v; .:(fr?i-'Y. .,., '· ~ 
-'lf,f•f•f,- tt' 
"11i'7;1,.U"S'" 

T ,'.nsz,ro + n+ 
+ L h,-KTT 0) d lf _){. ;;(t; ~) 1fo + 

·HJ 
+~'T""" L~"itJl.;ft'J .. f ,- + n+ i + 
L_ L-.c L l\,_, r MT: t,ili.;f, riJd1rd.1zr,.. rx1.ui .Jc I rr; 1J?.1111) x . . . . 
-\fz f1 fTUi.~ tf) I 

The set of quantum numbers defining the single-particle state 

is denoted by (-0u) for the neutron, {7:.rT) the ·proton 

and { 70-J for both the systems. The summation in (9) over 

Uf. , Oi, .. is performed in such a manner that the condi

tions 
o-; I<, + (1{ l<.1. + f1i !<1 = /(' 

Vt l<t +o; !<2 1-0:i Kj +o; I<:~ + Q'i-/G- = K) 
(10) 

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ,, - " .. 
are valid. For the functions "i). (-k1T) , the conditions 

Ut. Kc~ ri; l<z +VJ !<1 = -K, 

vd !<, +-/Tz.K1. 1-CTj !<1 -+~ K.f +~Kr= -1<., . (101 ) 

• • • I t • I I • ~. • I • I • e , e e 

should be fulfilled, 'instead of (10). , + , 
The operators of pairing vibration phonons Q; (t; -JJ ~' fr) 

are determined in refs.11 ,5,G/. The wave function (9) is nor

malized as follows: 
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. * · } >.n , f 2 ( 1/'A (tKiT) ½, (±KTTJ = 1 = ~/ b1 K110) + 

1 >.nl.t .1. >- 11 S2.:;(t)/z 
+I:_ Z.lb+K1T(1r;rzo;;11v;J/+ ... t,LL fbtKn(-'J) +,,. 

-'JfiVJ t - -Jr tJ 
ru-.. r, (11) 

From the normalization condition of the wave function (8), 

the orthogonality of 1J functions and eq. (II) we get 

(12) 

Using (8) and (9) for the magnetic moment of the 

highly excited state of an odd Y deformed nucleus we ob

tain the following expression: 
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Jr-K,.- ("""" (+/ /n ,1 /· b").n. >,.n . -+{-) c;.-;; L.l4~.(Ji~ (JJl;(/2-) -Kv(1)ht-Kr(1J+ ) w 
r r, · ; (+/ }(').nit . :>,n2t . 

.... L_(dtp+,kt11 )L L 2~~1<J,1/r(./Jl)/1~>b_K1r(1-jfl rijfJvi)D,,-r(f+;ylrzi !J;;)+ 
t ,w 'l•?J 

fiaj 

, (_(+/ . , L*).11lf' l;.n2f, 
... 2L.. I::° 7 cz • (u /r(.,U1)fz->o_,,r(1tCT'J; (-: rl v;.) D 1 ,,- (11 ;;,· z+; ~ q; )+ • • • -+ 

H·' 1(lz ~ · ' r 
'Ti.!Ti. 

. - r,1 ,, ~ . ;,. 1 ,i /{I y½ v1 1011n,rtl>.1tJ1_,(t} 
t-

1,{2_ L. 7/4r < 1 f(r{JIJ)/Ji~>[Xt1JX (¼'1-X MX r,i)t-f (1'/1 r-1J- (i)lt~J]ts(.J} /J Tf ~1+ 
l ?'? >f +)' 

l ri J 

"<;.--- ~ <" ;~ {-) . )/ I [L-/f )./1() L A_H2( I-/ 
+,2._(l't,,-dclt,, L- rr?~,,(ff/f(.,t// f) L'-tr ➔ ll-;-rrf-1-;1cr-;10+ 

( ':,ff',T I . 

;it ),.y,,:t . ).fl . (1:3) 
+ b -xrn+; r-v; (-<r) b ur-0) ]-

{ (-} I J. y1 i').rJ ).~~(i,) 1t?-11Sl7(h/ ).11 )I? 
-ri?: .. .2(B· (~•/r(J/1)/~->[X M- (1J][b_,.,-r~16+rY- (1) -rb_y1"(J') I> fl'r(1J]+, .. '.I. 

?~1 

In those terms in which there is no summation over CT the 

quantity (r = :t1 is determined from the condition (10). 

h* , , 2,r,, The terms containing -r'D+yr<f+/{7(.)Jf)/f-> !!'• differ from 

zero, provided that f.y+Xy·-=i and ~ kyz +Oj Kf1 ·=o • 

~ L ~} 
The terms containing b.Ku D;./' (ff/r(Jtf}/f> Zltf ', 
differ from zero, provided that /<.1+-K7 1 =:f and K., =- ½ · • 

For the magnetic moment of the highly excited state 

of an even-even deformed nucleus we derive the following 

expression: 
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The contribution to the formulas for the magnetic mo

ments is seen to come from all the components · of the viave 

functions of highly excited states. Let us estimate, for examp

le, the magnitude of the magnetic moment of the highly excited 

state of an'odd spherical nucleus. To this end, in eq.(7) as-
. ' . 

suming the single-particle matrix elements to be identical 
' . 

we. take them out _of the sign of summation. We put j~ = )~ 
1 

()/fr) j . 'l({-J. . Uj,j, = and reject the terms containing & ;) 1 • Taking 
. . . . . . . ,1 u,1,-Jl Ir tj 1 

into account the fact that (2I-rf1 (-} }, Jt J ~ 

we obtain an approximate value for the magnetic moment in 

the form: 
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. . )...,U ll - /h i,3 n_ . - I? +L.Cftt .. ~11)L,. /b1 01;AJ,) +.,.+1~. 10,11td1) + 
t ;JM~ Jt/z/J 

-t 2 (//rt.J(f)/~> L / bi,n2f,, ·P .,, ! j 
<1Jr(.a11r1>

1
,,,
1
r p ro,,;,.}J,Jl .. • • 

i 2 J1 

(15) 

Using the normalization condition for the wave function of 

the highly excited state of an odd .Ar spherical nucleus, we 

can write the expression in braces in the form 1 + F 
' . where d is a small addition containing the ratio of the 

proton and neutron single-particle matrix elements multiplied 

by the squared coefficients of the corresponding wave function 

components which are estimated to be small. The term standing 

in front of the braces gives the well-knovm. Schmidt lines. 

Similar estimates can easily be obtained for the magne

tic moments of even-even and odd-odd nuclei. In the case of 

the even-even nucleus the magnetic moment of a highly excited 

state is•approximately equal to the magnetic moment of a two

quasiparticle state. Thus, the magnetic moments of highly ex

cited states must be equal, in the order of magnitude, to 

the magnetic moments of .low-lying states. 

In ref.IS/ it is reported on the measurement of the mag

netic moments of two neutron resonances in 168Er. The magne

tic moment of the resonance with C-811 = 0.460 eV and 

I"'= 4+ is .JA =(-0.45 :!: 0.?4).//o and the resonance with 

{,-Bn = 0,584 eV and 1° = 3+ is (5,9 :!: 1.2)J'o , where 

)lo is the nuclear magneton. The measurement of the magne-
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tic moments of these resonances is also performed in ref.19/ 

where it is. obtained for the resonance with c -Bn=0.460 eV 

fl =(0.9 ± 0.4).J'o for the resonance [-8n =0.584 eV 

.,,.u =(I.8 ± 0.9),Jlo • These experimental data are in dis

agreement with each other, however, the values of the magne

tic moments in both measurements coincide, in the order of 

magnitude, with the magnetic moments of two-quasiparticle 

states. The magnetic moment of the ground state of 167Er 

with 7/2+ 7/2 6331 is fl= -0.564~0 • These experimen-

tal data confirm our conclusion on the magnitude of the mag

netic moments of highly excited states. 

The situation with the magnetic moments of highly excited 

states differs in principle from the situation with the ra

diative widths. The matrix elements for the f ;\ and . ./41 A 
transitions from highly excited states to low-lying states 

of spherical and deformed nuclei are given in refs. 11 , 3/and 

analysed in refs.14,51.rt follows from the experimental data 

on the reduced partial widths for £ 1 transitions from 

neutron resonances that these transitions are hindered by 

a factor of 105 - 107 compared with the one-particle values. 

In ref./5/, on the basis of the experimental data on E 1 
transitions to the ground and low-lying states, one has ob

t~ined the following estimates for the single- and two-quasi

particle components /bt' of the w~ve functions of neutron 

resonances: 
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a. 

b. 

c. 

d, 

for the region of 

for nuclei in the 

Ar. -;% -S" 
the isotopes Cz - ,JV( -Zn I b .... ;o' 
region ,,,.(jo - J~ /"{;/2·~ /0_,_ /0-;, 

I 

for deformed nuclei /biz"' /0-: 
- z -1 -3 

for nuclei in the region A = 200 / h / -/ 0 -/0 , 

These estimates are rather rough, but in the order of magni--;i 
· tude, they coincide with the /h estimates obtained from 

the average neutron widths, 

Thus, the f 'r,. and .J./ A transitions from highly excited 

to low-lying states involve one-quasiparticle and three-qua

siparticle (in the case of odd nuclei) or two-quasiparticle 

and four-quasiparticle (in the case of even nuclei) components 

of the wave functions of highly excited states, Because the 

values of these components are small, the reduced probabili

ties of f). and .Ji). transl tions from highly excited stqtes 

are smaller by several orders of magnitude compared with the 

one-particle values, The expressions for the magnetic moments 

contain all the components of the appropriate wave functions. 

Therefore, the magnetic moments of neutron resonances and of 

states of intermediate excitation energy must coincide, in 

the order of magnitude, with the magnetic moments of the ground 

and low-lying states of atomic nuclei, 
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L-onoBbeB t:1,1·,, tlopoHOB B,B, E4 - 6487 
MaI'HIITHble MOMeHTbl BbICOKOB036yJK11eHHbIX COCTOHHllil aTOMHbIX 

5111ep 

Ha OCHOBe nonyM11KpocoKn11'1eCKOI'O nonxona nony'!eHbl qiopMynbI nnH Mar-

HIITHb!X MOMeHTOB BblCOKOB036yJK11eHHb!X COCTOHHllil, TToKa3aHo, '!TO MSI'HIITHbie 

MOMeHTbl Bblpai::eHbl '!epe3 see KOMnOHeHTbl BOnHOBblX qiyHKUllil BblCOKOB036yJK

/leHHbIX COCTOHHllil, Cor-naCHO r-py6oil oueHKe sen11'1IIHbl MSI'HIITHblX MOMeHTOB 

COCTOHHllil npoMeJKyTO'!HOil SHepr-1m B036YlK/leHIIH II BbICOKOB036YlK/leHHbIX co

CTOHHllil, BKnIO'!aH II HeilTpOHHbie pe3OHaHCbI, no nopHllKY senll'!IIHbl nonJKHbl 

6 b!Tb paBHbl O/lHO'laCTll'IHbIM 3Ha'!eHIIHM, TeopeT11'!eCK11e peaynbTSTbl cor-nacy

lOTCH C IIMe!OWIIMIICH SKcnep11MeHTanbHbIMII naHHblMII no MSI'HIITHblM MOMeHTaM 

HeilTpOHHbIX pe3OH8HCOB, 

IlpenpHHT 06'beAJfHeHHOro HHCTHTyTa llAepHhIX HCCJieAOBaHHii. 

,lzy6Ha, 1972 

Soloviev V. G. , Voronov V. V. E4 . 6487 
Magnetic Moments of the Highly Excited States 

of Atomic Nuclei 
Formulas for the magnetic moments of the highly excib 

ed states of •atomic nuclei are derived on the basis of the 
semimicroscopic approach. It is shown that the magnetic 
moments are expressed in terms of all thecomponents of the 
wave functions of highly excited states. According to a -
rough estimation, the magnetic moments of intermediate 
excitation states and highly excited states, including 
neutron resonances, must be equal, in the order of magni
tude, to the single-particle values. The situation with 
the magnetic moments differs essentially from that with 
the probabilities of the El and Ml transitions from high
ly excited to low-lying states which are smaller than the 
single particle values by a factor of 105-107 • The theore
tical results are in agreement with the available experi
mental data on the magnetic moments of neutron resonances. 
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